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THE PREDUAL OF THE SPACE OF DECOMPOSABLE MAPS
FROM A C˚-ALGEBRA INTO A VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA
KYUNG HOON HAN
Abstract. For a C˚-algebra A and a von Neumann algebra R, we describe the
predual of space DpA,Rq of decomposable maps from A into R equipped with de-
composable norm. This predual is found to be the matrix regular operator space
structure on A b R˚ with a certain universal property. Its matrix norms are the
largest and its positive cones on each matrix level are the smallest among all possible
matrix regular operator space structures on AbR˚ under the two natural restrictions:
(1) }xby} ď }x}}y} for x P MkpAq, y P MlpR˚q and (2) vbw is positive if v P MkpAq
`
and w P MlpR˚q
`.
1. Introduction
In [H], Haagerup introduced the concept of decomposable maps between C˚-algebras
and their decomposable norms in order to prove the converse of the Wittstock decompo-
sition theorem. According to the Wittstock decomposition theorem, every completely
bounded map of C˚-algebra T : A Ñ B is a linear combination of completely positive
maps if range B is an injective C˚-algebra. Conversely, Haagerup proved that if range
B is a von Neumann algebra, and for all C˚-algebras A, if every completely bounded
map T : AÑ B is a linear combination of completely positive maps, then the von Neu-
mann algebra B is necessarily injective. Motivated by Paulsen’s simple proof on the
Wittstock decomposition theorem [Pa1], decomposable norms have been introduced,
which are different from completely bounded norms and well fitted to decomposition
into completely positive maps. The Banach space of decomposable maps from A into
B equipped with decomposable norm is denoted by DpA,Bq.
Let A be a C˚-algebra and R a von Neumann algebra. Recall that the dual of the
projective tensor product Abγ R˚ is the space BpA,Rq of bounded linear maps from
A into R in a canonical manner, and that the dual of the operator space projective
tensor product A b^ R˚ is the space CBpA,Rq of completely bounded linear maps.
It is natural to ask what is the predual of the space DpA,Rq of decomposable maps
from A into R. The operator space predual of DpA,Rq had been already found by
Le Merdy and Magajna [LMM, Theorem 6.1]. In this paper, we give the explicit and
intrinsic description of the matrix regular operator space predual of DpA,Rq. This
predual is found to be the matrix regular operator space structure on A b R˚ with
a certain universal property. Its matrix norms are the largest and its positive cones
on each matrix level are the smallest among all possible matrix regular operator space
structures on A b R˚ under the two natural restrictions: (1) }v b w} ď }v}}w} for
v PMkpAq, w PMlpR˚q and (2) v b w is positive if v PMkpAq` and w PMlpR˚q`.
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We also consider the opposite situation, the matrix regular operator space structure
on A˚ b B whose matrix norms are the smallest and the positive cones at each matrix
level are the largest among all possible matrix regular operator space structures on
A˚ b B under the natural restriction: ϕ b ψ : A˚ b B Ñ Mkl is completely positive
and completely contractive (c.c.p.) for all c.c.p. maps ϕ : A˚ Ñ Mk and ψ : B Ñ Ml.
We will show that the canonical embedding A˚ b B ãÑ DpA,Bq is isometric and order
isomorphic with respect to such a matrix regular operator space structure on A˚ b B.
Therefore, its norm is consistent with Pisier’s delta norm [JLM, Pi].
The methods of defining two extremal tensor products of matrix regular operator
spaces can be regarded as a combination of those for operator spaces [BP, ER1] and
those for operator systems [KPTT].
2. Preliminaries
A linear mapping of C˚-algebras is called decomposable if it is a linear combination
of completely positive maps from A into B. A linear map T : A Ñ B is decomposable
if and only if there exist two completely positive maps S1, S2 : A Ñ B for which the
linear map
Φ : AÑ M2pBq : a ÞÑ
ˆ
S1paq T paq
T ˚paq S2paq
˙
is completely positive. The adjoint T ˚ : A Ñ B is defined as T ˚paq “ T pa˚q˚. Given a
decomposable map T : AÑ B, Haagerup defined its decomposable norm }T }dec by
}T }dec “ inftmaxt}S1}, }S2}u :
ˆ
S1 T
T ˚ S2
˙
ěcp 0u.
The Banach space of decomposable maps from A into B equipped with decomposable
norms } ¨ }dec is denoted by DpA,Bq.
Let E be an operator space and B a C˚-algebra. Pisier defined the delta norm on
E b B by
δpzq “ supt}pσ ¨ πqpzq}u, z P E bB,
where the supremum is taken over all complete contractions σ : E Ñ BpHq and ˚-
representations π : B Ñ BpHq with commuting ranges. Based on Pisier’s result [Pi,
Chapter 12], Junge and Le Merdy proved that the canonical embedding A˚ b B ãÑ
DpA,Bq is isometric with respect to the delta norm [JLM].
A complex vector space V is matrix ordered if
(1) V is a ˚-vector space (hence so is MnpV q for all n ě 1),
(2) each MnpV q, n ě 1, is partially ordered by a (not necessarily proper) cone
MnpV q` ĂMnpV qsa , and
(3) if α PMm,n, then α˚MmpV q`α ĂMnpV q`.
An operator space V is called a matrix ordered operator space iff V is a matrix
ordered vector space and for every n P N,
(1) the ˚-operation is an isometry on MnpV q, and
(2) the cones MnpV q` are closed.
For a matrix ordered operator space V and its dual space V ˚, the positive cone on
MnpV ˚q for each n P N is defined by
MnpV ˚q` “ CBpV,Mnq X CP pV,Mnq.
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Then the operator space dual V ˚ with this positive cone is a matrix ordered operator
space [S, Corollary 3.2].
For a matrix ordered operator space V , we say that V is a matrix regular operator
space if for each n P N and for all v PMnpV qsa
(1) u PMnpV q` and ´u ď v ď u imply that }v}n ď }u}n, and
(2) }v}n ă 1 implies that there exists u P MnpV q` such that }u}n ă 1 and ´u ď
v ď u.
Due to condition (1), it is easily seen that the positive cone of a matrix regular operator
space is always proper. In [S], the norms of matrix regular operator spaces are assumed
to be complete. However, for simplicity, we do not make this assumption because we
do not use [S, Theorem 4.10], wherein this completeness is indispensable.
A matrix regular operator space can be described alternatively. A matrix ordered
operator space V is matrix regular if and only if the following condition holds: for all
x P MnpV q, }x}n ă 1 if and only if there exist a, d P MnpV q`, }a}n ă 1, and }d}n ă 1,
such that
ˆ
a x
x˚ d
˙
PM2npV q` [S, Theorem 3.4].
The dual spaces of matrix regular operator spaces are matrix regular as well [S,
Corollary 4.7]. The class of matrix regular operator spaces contains C˚-algebras and
their duals, preduals of von Neumann algebras, and the Schatten class Sp.
3. Tensor products of matrix regular operator spaces
In this section, we construct two extremal tensor products of matrix regular operator
spaces. The methods to do so can be considered as a combination of those for operator
spaces [BP, ER1] and those for operator systems [KPTT]. The basic observation lies
in the fact that the matrix norms of matrix regular operator spaces are determined by
the positive cones at each matrix level and the matrix norms on them,
}x}MnpV q “ inftmaxt}a}MnpV q, }d}MnpV qu :
ˆ
a x
x˚ d
˙
PM2npV q`u.
Henceforth, we first describe the positive cones at each matrix level, and then assign
them scalar values. Next, we extend the assignment on the entire space using the above
formula. Finally, we prove that they are actually matrix regular operator spaces.
In often, we abbreviate completely positive maps and completely positive completely
contractive maps as c.p. maps and c.c.p. maps, respectively.
Definition 3.1. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces.
(1) We let MnpV bδ W q` :“ tz P MnpV b W q : rpϕ b ψqpzijqs P M`nkl for all
continuous c.p. maps ϕ : V ÑMk, ψ :W ÑMl, k, l P Nu.
(2) For an element z in MnpV bδ W q`, let
|z|δ :“ supt}rϕb ψpzijqs} : c.c.p. maps ϕ : V ÑMk, ψ :W ÑMl, k, l P Nu.
(3) For a general element z in MnpV bW q, let
}z}δ :“ inftmaxt|u|δ, |u1|δu :
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV bδ W q`u.
Actually, we will show that |z|δ “ }z}δ “ }z}_ for z P MnpV bδ W q` in Lemma 4.5.
The notation δ was chosen owing to its consistency with Pisier’s delta norm, which will
be proved in Corollary 4.8.
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Definition 3.2. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces.
(1) We let
MnpVb∆W q` :“ tαpvbwqα˚ PMnpVbW q : v P MkpV q`, w PMlpW q`, α PMn,kl, k, l P Nu.
(2) For an element z in MnpV b∆ W q`, let
|z|∆ :“ inft}α}2}v}}w} : z “ αpv b wqα˚, α PMn,kl, v PMkpV q`, w PMlpW q`u.
(3) For a general element z in MnpV bW q, let
}z}∆ :“ inftmaxt|u|∆, |u1|∆u :
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV b∆ W q`u.
When proving Theorem 3.7, we will see that }z}∆ ď |z|∆ for z P MnpV b∆ W q`.
The immediate question whether the equality holds is not answered at the time of this
writing. In the above definitions, the set over which an infimum is taken is nonempty
according to Propositions 3.3 and 3.5(1).
Proposition 3.3. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces and z is
an element in MnpV bW q. There exist elements u1, u2 in MnpV b∆ W q` such thatˆ
u1 z
z˚ u2
˙
P M2npV b∆ W q`.
Proof. Suppose that z “ αpv b wqβ˚ for v P MkpV q, w P MlpW q and α, β P Mn,kl. By
the matrix regularity of V and W , there exist v1, v2 P MkpV q` and w1, w2 P MlpW q`
such that ˆ
v1 v
v˚ v2
˙
PM2kpV q` and
ˆ
w1 w
w˚ w2
˙
PM2lpW q`.
Because the matrix
ˆ
αpv1 b w1qα˚ αpv b wqβ˚
βpv˚ b w˚qα˚ βpv2 b w2qβ˚
˙
“
ˆ
α 0 0 0
0 0 0 β
˙ˆ
v1 v
v˚ v2
˙
b
ˆ
w1 w
w˚ w2
˙¨˚˝˚α˚ 00 0
0 0
0 β˚
˛
‹‹‚.
belongs to M2npV b∆ W q`, we can take
u1 “ αpv1 b w1qα˚ and u2 “ βpv2 b w2qβ˚.

Proposition 3.4. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces. Then we
have
(1) }z1 ` z2}∆ ď }z1}∆ ` }z2}∆, z1, z2 PMnpV bW q,
(2) }z1 ` z2}δ ď }z1}δ ` }z2}δ, z1, z2 PMnpV bW q.
Proof. (1) First, we suppose that elements z1, z2 belong to MnpV b∆W q`. There exist
vi PMkpV q`, wi PMlpW q`, αi PMn,kl (i “ 1, 2) such that
zi “ αipvi b wiqα˚i and }αi}2}vi}}wi} ă |zi|∆ ` ε pi “ 1, 2q.
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We may assume that }v1} “ }w1} “ }v2} “ }w2} “ 1 by homogeneity. Since
z1 ` z2 “ α1v1 b w1α˚1 ` α2v2 b w2α˚2
“ `α1 0 0 α2˘ˆv1 00 v2
˙
b
ˆ
w1 0
0 w2
˙¨˚˝˚α˚10
0
α˚
2
˛
‹‹‚,
we have
|z1 ` z2|∆ ď }
`
α1 0 0 α2
˘ }2}ˆv1 0
0 v2
˙
}}
ˆ
w1 0
0 w2
˙
}
“ }α1α˚1 ` α2α˚2}
ď }α1}2 ` }α2}2
ă |z1|∆ ` |z2|∆ ` 2ε,
thus, |z1 ` z2|∆ ď |z1|∆ ` |z2|∆.
Next, we consider general elements z1, z2 in MnpV bW q. There exist elements ui, u1i
in MnpV b∆ W q` (i “ 1, 2) such thatˆ
ui zi
z˚i u
1
i
˙
PM2npV b∆ W q` and |ui|∆, |u1i|∆ ă }zi}∆ ` ε.
From ˆ
u1 ` u2 z1 ` z2
z˚
1
` z˚
2
u1
1
` u1
2
˙
PM2npV b∆ W q`,
it follows that
}z1 ` z2}∆ ď maxt|u1 ` u2|∆, |u11 ` u12|∆u
ď maxt|u1|∆ ` |u2|∆, |u11|∆ ` |u12|∆u
ă }z1}∆ ` }z2}∆ ` 2ε.
(2) First, we suppose that elements z1, z2 belong to MnpV bδ W q`. For c.c.p. maps
ϕ : V ÑMk and ψ : W ÑMl, we have
}pϕb ψqnpz1 ` z2q} ď }pϕb ψqnpz1q} ` }pϕb ψqnpz2q} ď |z1|δ ` |z2|δ,
thus, |z1 ` z2|δ ď |z1|δ ` |z2|δ. The remaining proof is similar to (1). 
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces.
(1) MnpV b∆ W q` is a subcone of the proper cone MnpV bδ W q`.
(2) }z}δ ď }z}∆, z PMnpV bW q.
(3) } ¨ }δ and } ¨ }∆ are norms on MnpV bW q.
Proof. (1) Suppose that z PMnpV bδW q`X´MnpV bδW q`. For continuous c.p. maps
ϕ : V ÑMk and ψ : W ÑMl, we have
pϕb ψqnpzq PM`nkl X´M`nkl “ t0u.
The dual spaces of matrix regular operator spaces are also matrix regular [S, Corollary
4.7]. It implies that every completely bounded linear map from a matrix regular oper-
ator space into a matrix algebra is a linear combination of completely positive maps.
Therefore, we have }z}MnpV qbW q “ 0, which implies that z “ 0. The cone MnpV bδW q`
is proper. Let
z “ αpv b wqα˚ PMnpV b∆ W q`, v P MppV q`, w PMqpW q`, α PMn,pq.
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Since
pϕb ψqnpzq “ αpϕppvq b ψqpwqqα˚ PM`nkl,
MnpV b∆ W q` is a subcone of the proper cone MnpV bδ W q`.
(2) Suppose that ϕ : V ÑMk and ψ :W ÑMl are c.c.p. maps. Since
}pϕb ψqnpαpv b wqα˚q} ď }α}2}ϕppvq}}ψqpwq} ď }α}2}v}}w},
we have
|u|δ ď |u|∆, u PMnpV b∆ W q`.
For a general element z in MnpV bW q, there exist elements u, u1 in MnpV bW q such
that
|u|∆, |u1|∆ ă }z}∆ ` ε and
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV b∆ W q`.
Since |u|δ ď |u|∆, |u1|δ ď |u1|∆ and M2npV b∆ W q` ĂM2npV bδ W q`, we see that
}z}δ ď maxt|u|δ, |u1|δu ď maxt|u|∆, |u1|∆u ă }z}∆ ` ε.
(3) Suppose that }z}δ “ 0 for z P MnpV bW q. There exist u, u1 P MnpV bδ W q`
such that ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV bδ W q` and |u|δ, |u1|δ ă ε.
For c.c.p. maps ϕ : V Ñ Mk and ψ : W ÑMl, we haveˆ pϕb ψqnpuq pϕb ψqnpzq
pϕb ψqnpz˚q pϕb ψqnpu1q
˙
PM`
2nkl.
It follows that
}pϕb ψqnpzq} ď maxt}pϕb ψqnpuq}, }pϕb ψqnpu1q}u ď maxt|u|δ, |u1|δu ă ε,
thus pϕbψqnpzq “ 0. Since every completely bounded linear map from a matrix regular
operator space into a matrix algebra is a linear combination of completely positive maps,
we have }z}MnpV qbW q “ 0, which implies that z “ 0. By (2), }z}∆ “ 0 also implies that
z “ 0. 
Recall that the positive cones of matrix ordered operator spaces are closed. Therefore,
a closure process is required. We denote the closure of MnpV bδ W q` with respect to
norm } ¨ }MnpVbδW q by MnpV bδ W q`. We also denote the closure of MnpV b∆ W q`
with respect to norm } ¨ }MnpVb∆W q by MnpV b∆ W q` .
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces.
(1) The involution is an isometry on MnpV b∆W q and MnpV bδ W q, respectively.
(2) Elements in MnpV b∆ W q` and MnpV bδ W q` are self-adjoint.
(3) MnpV bδ W q` “MnpV bδ W q`.
(4) MnpV b∆ W q` is a subcone of the proper cone MnpV bδ W q`.
Proof. (1) From ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙ˆ
0 1
1 0
˙
“
ˆ
u1 z˚
z u
˙
,
we see that }z}∆ “ }z˚}∆ and }z}δ “ }z˚}δ for z PMnpV bW q.
(2) It is obvious that elements inMnpV b∆W q` are self-adjoint. If z P MnpV bδW q`
and ϕ : V Ñ Mk, ψ : W Ñ Ml are c.c.p. maps, then we have pϕ b ψqnpzq “ pϕ b
ψqnpzq˚ “ pϕbψqnpz˚q. Because every completely bounded map from a matrix regular
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operator space into a matrix algebra is a linear combination of completely positive
maps, }z ´ z˚}MnpV b_W q “ 0, and hence z “ z˚. By (1), elements in their closures are
also self-adjoint.
(3) Suppose that zj PMnpV bδW q` converges to z with respect to norm } ¨ }δ. There
exist uj, u
1
j in MnpV bδ W q` such thatˆ
uj z ´ zj
z˚ ´ z˚j u1j
˙
PM2npV bδ W q` and lim
jÑ8
|uj|δ “ 0 “ lim
jÑ8
|u1j|δ.
It follows that
}pϕb ψqnpz ´ zjq} ď maxt}pϕb ψqnpujq}, }pϕb ψqnpu1jq}u ď maxt|uj|δ, |u1j|δu Ñ 0
for all c.c.p. maps ϕ : V ÑMk, ψ : W ÑMl, so, pϕb ψqnpzq ě 0.
(4) It follows from Proposition 3.5 (1) and (2).

Theorem 3.7. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces. Then,
pV bW, t} ¨ }MnpVb∆W qunPN, tMnpV b∆ W q`qunPNq
is a matrix regular operator space with a subcross matrix norm.
Proof. Let zi PMnipV bW q (i “ 1, 2). There exist ui, u1i PMnipV b∆ W q` such thatˆ
ui zi
z˚i u
1
i
˙
PM2nipV b∆ W q` and |ui|∆, |u1i|∆ ă }zi}∆ ` ε pi “ 1, 2q.
Let
ui “ αivi b wiα˚i , αi PMni,kili , vi PMkipV q`, wi PMlipW q`
with }αi}2}vi}}wi} ă |ui|∆ ` ε1. We may assume that }vi} “ }wi} “ 1 by homogeneity.
Since ˆ
u1 0
0 u2
˙
“
ˆ
α1 0 0 0
0 0 0 α2
˙ˆ
v1 0
0 v2
˙
b
ˆ
w1 0
0 w2
˙¨˚˝˚α˚1 00 0
0 0
0 α˚
2
˛
‹‹‚,
we have
|
ˆ
u1 0
0 u2
˙
|∆ ď maxt}α1}2, }α2}2u ă maxt|u1|∆, |u2|∆u ` ε1.
Consequently,
|
ˆ
u1 0
0 u2
˙
|∆ ď maxt|u1|∆, |u2|∆u.
From¨
˚˝˚u1 z1u2 z2
z˚
1
u1
1
z˚
2
u1
2
˛
‹‹‚“
¨
˚˝˚1 1
1
1
˛
‹‹‚
¨
˚˝˚u1 z1z˚
1
u1
1
u2 z2
z˚
2
u1
2
˛
‹‹‚
¨
˚˝˚1 1
1
1
˛
‹‹‚PM2pn1`n2qpVb∆W q`,
it follows that
}
ˆ
z1 0
0 z2
˙
}∆ ď maxt|
ˆ
u1 0
0 u2
˙
|∆, |
ˆ
u1
1
0
0 u1
2
˙
|∆u
ď maxt|u1|∆, |u2|∆, |u11|∆, |u12|∆u
ă maxt}z1}∆, }z2}∆u ` ε.
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Let z P MnpV bW q and α, β PMm,n. There exist u, u1 P MnpV b∆ W q` such thatˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV b∆ W q` and |u|∆, |u1|∆ ă }z}∆ ` ε.
We may assume that }α} “ }β} by homogeneity. Sinceˆ
αuα˚ αzβ
β˚z˚α˚ β˚u1β
˙
“
ˆ
α 0
0 β˚
˙ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙ˆ
α˚ 0
0 β
˙
PM2npV b∆ W q`,
we have
}αzβ}∆ ď maxt|αuα˚|∆, |β˚u1β|∆u
ď maxt}α}2|u|∆, }β}2|u1|∆u
ă }α}}β}p}z}∆ ` εq.
Hence, pV bW, t} ¨ }MnpVb∆W qunPNq is an operator space.
Let v P MkpV q and w PMlpW q with }v} ă 1, }w} ă 1. There exist v1, v2 PMkpV q`}¨}ă1
and w1, w2 PMlpW q`}¨}ă1 such thatˆ
v1 v
v˚ v2
˙
PM2kpV q` and
ˆ
w1 w
w˚ w2
˙
PM2lpW q`.
From
ˆ
v1 b w1 v b w
v˚ b w˚ v2 b w2
˙
“
ˆ
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
˙ˆ
v1 v
v˚ v2
˙
b
ˆ
w1 w
w˚ w2
˙¨˚˝˚1 00 0
0 0
0 1
˛
‹‹‚
P M2klpV b∆ W q`,
it follows that
}v b w}∆ ď maxt|v1 b w1|∆, |v2 b w2|∆u ď maxt}v1}}w1}, }v2}}w2}u ă 1.
Therefore, } ¨ }∆ is a subcross matrix norm.
If u PMnpV b∆ W q`, thenˆ
u u
u u
˙
“
ˆ
1
1
˙
u
`
1 1
˘ PM2npV b∆ W q`,
and consequently, }u}∆ ď |u|∆. Let }z}∆ ă 1. There exist u, u1 P MnpV b∆ W q` such
that ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV b∆ W q` and |u|∆, |u1|∆ ă 1.
The matrix regularity follows from
}u}∆ ď |u|∆ ă 1 and }u1}∆ ď |u1|∆ ă 1.

Theorem 3.8. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces. Then,
pV bW, t} ¨ }MnpVbδW qunPN, tMnpV bδ W q`unPNq
is a matrix regular operator space with a subcross matrix norm.
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Proof. Let zi PMnipV bW q (i “ 1, 2). There exist ui, u1i PMnipV bW q such thatˆ
ui zi
z˚i u
1
i
˙
PM2nipV bδ W q` and |ui|δ, |u1i|δ ă }zi}δ ` ε pi “ 1, 2q.
For c.c.p. maps ϕ : V Ñ Mk and ψ : W ÑMl, the matrix
pϕb ψq2pn1`n2qp
¨
˚˝˚u1 0 z1 00 u2 0 z2
z˚
1
0 u1
1
0
0 z˚
2
0 u1
2
˛
‹‹‚q
is unitarily equivalent to¨
˚˝˚pϕb ψqn1pu1q pϕb ψqn1pz1q 0 0pϕb ψqn1pz˚1 q pϕb ψqn1pu11q 0 0
0 0 pϕb ψqn2pu2q pϕb ψqn2pz2q
0 0 pϕb ψqn2pz˚2 q pϕb ψqn2pu12q
˛
‹‹‚PM`2pn1`n2qkl.
Because
}pϕb ψqn1`n2p
ˆ
u1 0
0 u2
˙
q} “ }
ˆpϕb ψqn1pu1q 0
0 pϕb ψqn2pu2q
˙
}
ď maxt|u1|δ, |u2|δu
ă maxt}z1}δ, }z2}δu ` ε,
we see that
}
ˆ
z1 0
0 z2
˙
}δ ď maxt}z1}δ, }z2}δu.
The remaining proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.7. 
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that V,W and V bα W are matrix regular operator spaces.
(1) If } ¨ }α is a subcross matrix norm and v b w P MklpV bα W q` for all v P
MkpV q`, w PMlpW q`, then we have
MnpV b∆ W q` ĂMnpV bα W q` and } ¨ }α ď } ¨ }∆.
(2) If ϕbψ : V bαW ÑMkl is c.c.p. for all c.c.p. maps ϕ : V ÑMk, ψ : W ÑMl,
then we have
MnpV bα W q` ĂMnpV bδ W q` and } ¨ }δ ď } ¨ }α.
Proof. (1) Let u “ αpvbwqα˚ PMnpV b∆W q` for v PMkpV q`, w PMlpW q`, α PMn,kl.
Since V bα W is matrix ordered and } ¨ }α is a subcross matrix norm, it follows that
u “ αpv b wqα˚ P MnpV bα W q` and }u}α ď }α}2}v}}w},
and hence, }u}α ď |u|∆. For a general element z in MnpV bW q, we have
}z}α “ inftmaxt}u}α, }u1}αu :
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV bα W q`u
ď inftmaxt|u|∆, |u1|∆u :
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
P M2npV b∆ W q`u
“ }z}∆.
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From MnpV b∆ W q` ĂMnpV bα W q` and } ¨ }α ď } ¨ }∆, we see that
MnpV b∆ W q` ĂMnpV bα W q`.
(2) Let u P MnpV bα W q`. Since pϕ b ψqnpuq P M`nkl and }pϕb ψqnpuq} ď }u}α, we
see that
MnpV bα W q` ĂMnpV bδ W q` “MnpV bδ W q` and |u|δ ď }u}α.
For a general element z PMnpV bW q, we have
}z}δ “ inftmaxt|u|δ, |u1|δu :
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
P M2npV bδ W q`u
ď inftmaxt}u}α, }u1}αu :
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV bα W q`u
“ }z}α.

Proposition 3.10. Suppose that V,W and Z are matrix regular operator spaces and
Φ : V ˆ W Ñ Z is a completely bounded bilinear map. Then Φ : V ˆ W Ñ Z is
completely positive if and only if its linearization Φ˜ : V b∆ W Ñ Z is completely
positive. In this case, }Φ}cb “ }Φ˜}cb.
Proof. Suppose that the bilinear map Φ : V ˆ W Ñ Z is completely positive. Let
u “ αpv b wqα˚ for v PMppV q`, w PMqpW q`, α PMn,pq. Since
Φ˜npuq “ Φ˜npαpv b wqα˚q “ αΦpqpv, wqα˚ PMnpZq`,
Φ˜npMnpV b∆W q`q Ă Z` and }Φ˜npuq} ď }Φ}cb|u|∆
Choose an element z in MnpV b∆ W q}¨}ă1. There exist u, u1 P MnpV b∆ W q` such
that
|u|∆, |u1|∆ ă 1 and
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV b∆W q`.
Applying Φ˜2n to the above matrix, we getˆ
Φ˜npuq Φ˜npzq
Φ˜npz˚q Φ˜npu1q
˙
“ Φ˜2np
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
q PM2npZq`.
By the matrix regularity of Z, we have
}Φ˜npzq} ď maxt}Φ˜npuq}, }Φ˜npu1q}u ď }Φ}cbmaxt|u|∆, |u1|∆u ă }Φ}cb.
Since }¨}∆ is a subcross matrix norm, we see that }Φ}cb “ }Φ˜}cb. The complete positivity
of Φ˜ follows from its continuity. 
Proposition 3.11. Suppose that V1, V2 and W are matrix regular operator spaces and
Φ : V1 Ñ V2 is completely positive.
(1) The map
Φb idW : V1 b∆ W Ñ V2 b∆ W
is completely positive with }Φb idW : V1 b∆ W Ñ V2 b∆ W }cb ď }Φ}cb.
(2) The map
Φb idW : V1 bδ W Ñ V2 bδ W
is completely positive with }Φb idW : V1 bδ W Ñ V2 bδ W }cb ď }Φ}cb.
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Proof. (1) Since
pΦb idW qnpαpv b wqα˚q “ αΦkpvq b wα˚,
we have pΦbidW qnpMnpV1b∆W q`q ĂMnpV2b∆W q` and |pΦbidW qnpuq|∆ ď }Φ}cb|u|∆
for u P MnpV1 b∆ W q`. Let z P MnpV1 b W q with }z}∆ ă 1. There exist u, u1 P
MnpV1 b∆ W q` such thatˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV1 b∆ W q` and |u|∆, |u1|∆ ă 1.
The application of pΦb idW q2n yieldsˆ pΦb idW qnpuq pΦb idW qnpzq
pΦb idW qnpzq˚ pΦb idW qnpu1q
˙
PM2npV2 b∆ W q`.
It follows that
}pΦb idW qnpzq}∆ ď maxt|pΦb idW qnpuq|∆, |pΦb idW qnpu1q|∆u ă }Φ}cb.
Complete positivity is obtained by the continuity.
(2) Let ϕ : V2 ÑMk, ψ :W ÑMl be c.c.p. maps and u PMnpV1 bδ W q`. Since
pϕb ψqn ˝ pΦb idW qnpuq “ }Φ}cbpϕ ˝ pΦ{}Φ}cbq b ψqnpuq,
Φb idW is completely positive and |pΦb idW qnpuq|δ ď }Φ}cb|u|δ for u PMnpV1bδ W q`.
The remaining proof is similar to (1).

4. Decomposable maps
We define decomposable maps between matrix regular operator spaces and their
decomposable norms in a similar manner as for those for C˚-algebras.
Definition 4.1. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces
(1) A linear map T : V ÑW is called decomposable if it is a linear combination of
completely positive maps.
(2) For a decomposable map T : V Ñ W , we define its decomposable norm }T }dec
by
}T }dec “ inftmaxt}S1}, }S2}u :
ˆ
S1 T
T ˚ S2
˙
ěcp 0u.
A linear map T : V Ñ W is decomposable if and only if there exist two completely
positive maps S1, S2 : V ÑW for which the linear map
Φ : V ÑM2pW q : v ÞÑ
ˆ
S1pvq T pvq
T ˚pvq S2pvq
˙
is completely positive, whose proof is same with [H]. The space of decomposable maps
from V into W equipped with decomposable norm } ¨ }dec is denoted by DpV,W q.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that V1, V2 and W are matrix regular operator spaces and
Φ : V1 Ñ V2 is decomposable.
(1) The map
Φb idW : V1 b∆ W Ñ V2 b∆ W
is decomposable with }Φb idW }dec ď }Φ}dec.
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(2) The map
Φb idW : V1 bδ W Ñ V2 bδ W
is decomposable with }Φb idW }dec ď }Φ}dec.
Proof. (1) There exist completely positive maps Ψ : V1 Ñ V2 and Ψ1 : V1 Ñ V2 such
that the map ˆ
Ψ Φ
Φ˚ Ψ1
˙
: V1 ÑM2pV2q
is completely positive and }Ψ}cb, }Ψ1}cb ă }Φ}dec`ε. Let v P MkpV1q`, w PMlpW q` and
α PMn,kl. By the canonical shuffle [Pa2], the matrix p
ˆ
Ψb idW Φb idW
Φ˚ b idW Ψ1 b idW
˙
qnpαpv b
wqα˚q is unitarily equivalent toˆ
αΨkpvq b wα˚ αΦkpvq b wα˚
αΦ˚kpvq b wα˚ αΨ1kpvq b wα˚
˙
“
ˆ
α 0
0 α
˙
p
ˆ
Ψkpvq Φkpvq
Φ˚kpvq Ψ1kpvq
˙
b wq
ˆ
α˚ 0
0 α˚
˙
PM2npV2 b∆ W q`.
Therefore, the mapˆ
Ψb idW Φb idW
pΦb idW q˚ Ψ1 b idW
˙
: V1 b∆ W ÑM2pV2 b∆ W q
is completely positive and
}Φb idW }dec ď maxt}Ψb idW }cb, }Ψ1 b idW }cbu ď maxt}Ψ}cb, }Ψ1}cbu ă }Φ}dec ` ε
by Proposition 3.11 (1).
(2) Let ϕ : V2 ÑMk, ψ :W ÑMl be c.c.p. maps and u PMnpV1 bδ W q`. Since
pϕb ψq2npp
ˆ
Ψb idW Φb idW
Φ˚ b idW Ψ1 b idW
˙
qnpuqq “ p
ˆ
ϕ ˝Ψ ϕ ˝ Φ
ϕ ˝ Φ˚ ϕ ˝Ψ1
˙
b ψqnpuq PM`2nkl,
the map ˆ
Ψb idW Φb idW
pΦb idW q˚ Ψ1 b idW
˙
: V1 bδ W ÑM2pV2 bδ W q
is completely positive and
}Φb idW }dec ď maxt}Ψb idW }cb, }Ψ1 b idW }cbu ď maxt}Ψ}cb, }Ψ1}cbu ă }Φ}dec ` ε
by Proposition 3.11 (2). 
As done for the operator space structure on the space of completely bounded maps
and [LMM, Section 6], we define the matrix norms and positive cones on each matrix
level of DpV,W q by
MnpDpV,W q “ DpV,MnpW qq and MnpDpV,W qq` “ CP pV,MnpW qq,
respectively.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces. The canon-
ical map
Φ : pV b∆W q˚ Ñ DpV,W ˚q
is a completely isometric and completely order isomorphic isomorphism.
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Proof. Let ϕ PMnppV b∆ W q˚q “ CBpV b∆ W,Mnq. Since
ppΦnpϕqkpvqqlpwq “ ϕklpv b wq, v PMkpV q, w PMlpW q,
ϕ : V b∆ W Ñ Mn is completely positive if and only if Φnpϕq : V Ñ MnpW ˚q is
completely positive, in this case, }ϕ}cb “ }Φnpϕq}cb by Proposition 3.10.
Next, let ϕ P MnppV b∆ W q˚q1. Since the dual spaces of matrix regular operator
spaces are matrix regular [S, Corollary 4.7], there exist ψ1, ψ2 P MnppV b∆W q˚q`1 such
that ˆ
ψ1 ϕ
ϕ˚ ψ2
˙
PM2nppV b∆ W q˚q`.
Applying Φ2n, we getˆ
Φnpψ1q Φnpϕq
Φnpϕq˚ Φnpψ2q
˙
P CP pV,M2npW ˚qq and Φnpψiq P CCP pV,MnpW ˚qq pi “ 1, 2q.
Hence, }Φnpϕq}dec ď 1. The converse is merely the reverse of the above argument. 
Let A be a C˚-algebra and R a von Neumann algebra. Recall that the normed
space dual of the projective tensor product Abγ R˚ is the space BpA,Rq of bounded
linear maps and the operator space dual of the operator space projective tensor product
Ab^R˚ is the space CBpA,Rq of completely bounded linear maps. Now, we see that
the matrix regular operator space dual ofAb∆R˚ is the spaceDpA,Rq of decomposable
maps.
Corollary 4.4. Let A be a C˚-algebra and R a von Neumann algebra. Then the
matrix regular operator space A b∆ R˚ is the predual of space DpA,Rq of Haagerup’s
decomposable maps from A into R.
Lemma 4.5. Suppose that z is a positive element in MnpV bδ W q. Then we have
|z|δ “ }z}δ “ }z}_.
Proof. (1) Since ˆ
z z
z z
˙
“
ˆ
1
1
˙
z
`
1 1
˘ P M2npV bδ W q`,
we have }z}δ ď |z|δ. For the converse, we take u, u1 in MnpV bδ W q` such thatˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV bδ W q` and |u|δ, |u1|δ ă }z}δ ` ε.
For c.c.p. maps ϕ : V Ñ Mk and ψ : W ÑMl, we haveˆ pϕb ψqnpuq pϕb ψqnpzq
pϕb ψqnpzq˚ pϕb ψqnpu1q
˙
PM`
2nkl.
It follows that
}pϕb ψqnpzq} ď maxt}pϕb ψqnpuq}, }pϕb ψqnpu1q}u ď maxt|u|δ, |u1|δu ă }z}δ ` ε,
so, |z|δ ď }z}δ.
(2) From the definitions, it is obvious that |z|δ ď }z}_. For the converse, we take
complete contractions ϕ : V Ñ Mk and ψ : W Ñ Ml. We can regard ϕ and ψ
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as elements in MkpV ˚q1 and MlpW ˚q1, respectively. There exist ϕi P MkpV ˚q`1 and
ψi P MlpW ˚q`1 (i “ 1, 2) such thatˆ
ϕ1 ϕ
ϕ˚ ϕ2
˙
PM2kpV ˚q` and
ˆ
ψ1 ψ
ψ˚ ψ2
˙
PM2kpW ˚q`.
Because
ˆpϕ1 b ψ1qnpzq pϕb ψqnpzq
pϕb ψqnpzq˚ pϕ2 b ψ2qnpzq
˙
“
ˆ
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
˙
p
ˆ
ϕ1 ϕ
ϕ˚ ϕ1
˙
b
ˆ
ψ1 ψ
ψ˚ ψ1
˙
qnpzq
¨
˚˝˚1 00 0
0 0
0 1
˛
‹‹‚
PM`
2nkl,
we get
}pϕb ψqnpzq} ď maxt}pϕ1 b ψ1qnpzq}, }pϕ2 b ψ2qnpzq}u ď |z|δ.
Hence, }z}_ ď |z|δ. 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces. The canon-
ical map
Ψ : V ˚ bδ W Ñ DpV,W q
is a completely contractive and completely order isomorphic injection. If either V or
W is finite dimensional, then Ψ is a completely isometric isomorphism.
Proof. For z PMnpV ˚ bW q, v PMkpV q and a linear map ψ : W ÑMl, the relation
ψnkppΨnpzqqkpvqq “ pvˆ b ψqnpzq PMnkl
holds. Since the canonical inclusion V ãÑ V ˚˚ is completely order isomorphic and
MkpV q` is weak˚-dense in MkpV ˚˚q`, we see that Ψnpzq : V Ñ MnpW q is completely
positive if and only if z PMnpV ˚ bδ W q`.
Let z PMnpV ˚bW q with }z}δ ă 1. Then there exist elements u, u1 inMnpV ˚bδW q`
such that ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
PM2npV ˚ bδ W q` and |u|δ, |u1|δ ă 1.
The linear map ˆ
Ψnpuq Ψnpzq
Ψnpzq˚ Ψnpu1q
˙
“ Ψ2np
ˆ
u z
z˚ u1
˙
q : V ÑM2npW q
is completely positive. By Lemma 4.5, we have
}Ψnpuq}cb “ }u}_ “ |u|δ ă 1 and }Ψnpu1q}cb “ }u1}_ “ |u1|δ ă 1,
so, }Ψnpzq}dec ă 1. Hence, Ψ is completely contractive.
If either V or W is finite dimensional, then every linear map from V into W has a
finite rank. Consequently, we can find u and u1 in the reverse of the above argument. 
Corollary 4.7. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces such that
one of them is finite dimensional. Then the identification
V ˚ bδ W ˚ “ pV b∆ W q˚
is completely isometric and completely order isomorphic.
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Proof. By Theorems 4.3 and 4.6, the identifications
V ˚ bδ W ˚ “ DpV,W ˚q “ pV b∆W q˚
are completely isometric and completely order isomorphic. 
The following corollary is the reason why we chose the symbol δ.
Corollary 4.8. Suppose that A and B are C˚-algebras. The canonical map
Ψ : A˚ bδ B Ñ DpA,Bq
is a completely isometric and completely order isomorphic injection. Consequently, the
norm } ¨ }δ on A˚ b B coincides with Pisier’s delta norm.
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, Ψ is completely contractive and completely order isomorphic.
Let }Ψnpzq}dec ă 1. Since Ψnpzq : AÑMnpBq has a finite rank, it has a factorization
A
Ψnpzq
//
S   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
MnpBq
Mk
T
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
with }S}dec ă 1, }T }dec ă 1 by [JLM, Theorem 2.1]. There exist c.p. maps Si : AÑMk
and Ti : Mk Ñ MnpBq (i “ 1, 2) such that }Si}cb, }Ti}cb ă 1 andˆ
S1 S
S˚ S2
˙
,
ˆ
T1 T
T ˚ T2
˙
ěcp 0.
Since Si : AÑMk and Ti :Mk ÑMnpBq have finite ranks, we can find ui PMnpA˚bBq
such that Ψnpuiq “ Ti ˝ Si. By [H, Remark 1.2], the map
Ψ2np
ˆ
u1 z
z˚ u2
˙
q “
ˆ
T1 ˝ S1 Ψnpzq
Ψnpzq˚ T2 ˝ S2
˙
: AÑM2npBq
is completely positive. Since |ui|δ “ }ui}_ “ }Ti ˝ Si}cb ă 1, we have }z}δ ă 1.
The last statement follows from [Pi, Corollary 12.5] and [JLM, Theorem 2.1]. 
Haagerup’s results [H, Theorem 2.1] and [H, Proposition 3.4] can be rephrased as the
following two corollaries.
Corollary 4.9. Let R be a von Neumann algebra. Then the following seven conditions
are equivalent:
(i) R is injective;
(ii) for every C˚-algebra A, two norms } ¨ }^ and } ¨ }∆ on AbR˚ coincide;
(iii) for every C˚-algebra A, two norms } ¨ }_ and } ¨ }δ on A˚ bR coincide;
(iv) for every n P N, two norms } ¨ }^ and } ¨ }∆ on ℓn8 bR˚ coincide;
(v) for every n P N, two norms } ¨ }_ and } ¨ }δ on ℓn1 bR coincide;
(vi) two norms } ¨ }^ and } ¨ }∆ on ℓn8 bR˚ are equivalent uniformly for n P N;
(vii) two norms } ¨ }_ and } ¨ }δ on ℓn1 bR are equivalent uniformly for n P N.
Corollary 4.10. Let R be a von Neumann algebra. Then,
(1) two norms } ¨ }^ and } ¨ }∆ coincide on ℓ28 bR˚.
(2) two norms } ¨ }_ and } ¨ }δ coincide on ℓ21 bR.
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A finite factor R can be regarded as an algebraic subspace of its predual R˚ via
x P R ÞÑ trp ¨ xq P R˚.
The inclusion R Ă R˚ is order isomorphic.
Theorem 4.11. Suppose that R is a finite factor and that u1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , un P R are arbitrary
unitaries. Then we have
}
nÿ
k“1
ek b uk}ℓn8b∆R˚ “ 1.
Proof. From ˆ
1b 1 řnk“1 ek b ukřn
k“1 ek b u˚k 1b 1
˙
“
nÿ
k“1
ˆ
ek b 1 ek b uk
ek b u˚k ek b 1
˙
“
nÿ
k“1
ek b
ˆ
1 uk
u˚k 1
˙
PM2pℓn8 b∆ R˚q`,
it follows that
}
nÿ
k“1
ek b uk}ℓn8b∆R˚ ď |1b 1|∆ ď 1.
For the converse, we will appeal to the duality. Let c denote the counting measure. By
Theorem 3.8 and Corollary 4.7, we have
n “ pcb trqp1b 1q
“ pcb trqpp
nÿ
k“1
ek b ukqp
nÿ
l“1
el b u˚l qq
ď }
nÿ
k“1
ek b uk}ℓn8b∆R˚}
nÿ
l“1
el b u˚l }ℓn1bδR
ď }
nÿ
k“1
ek b uk}ℓn8b∆R˚p
nÿ
l“1
}el}ℓn
1
}u˚l }Rq
“ n}
nÿ
k“1
ek b uk}ℓn8b∆R˚ .

Corollary 4.12. Suppose that g1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , gn are the generators for the free group Fn. Then
we have
}
nÿ
k“1
ek b λpgkq}ℓn8b∆LpFnq˚ “ 1 and }
nÿ
k“1
ek b λpgkq}ℓn8b^LpFnq˚ ě
n
2
?
n´ 1
for n ě 2.
Proof. According to [ER2, Theorem 5.4.7],
}
nÿ
k“1
ek b λpgkq}ℓn
1
b_LpFnq ď 2
?
n´ 1.
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The remaining proof is similar to the above if we apply the duality between the operator
space injective and projective tensor products. 
Theorem 4.13. Suppose that V and W are matrix regular operator spaces and z is an
element of V ˚ bW .
(1) z belongs to pV ˚ b∆ W q` if and only if its associated finite rank map Ψpzq :
V ÑW has a factorization
Ψpzq “ S ˝ R
where R : V ÑMk and S :Mk ÑW are completely positive.
(2) Under assumption (1), |z|∆ ă 1 if and only if we can take R as a c.c.p. map
and Spxq “ αxb wα˚ for a row vector α with }α}ℓkl
2
ă 1 and w PMlpW q`1 .
(3) Let z P V ˚ bW . Then }z}∆ ă 1 if and only if there exist Φi : V ÑW pi “ 1, 2q
such that the map ˆ
Φ1 Ψpzq
Ψpzq˚ Φ2
˙
: V ÑM2pW q
has a completely positive matrix factorization and Φi has the factorization Φi “
Si ˝ Ri such that Ri : V Ñ Mki is c.c.p. and Si : Mki Ñ W has the form
Sipxq “ αipxb wiqα˚i for a row vector αi with }αi}ℓkili
2
ă 1 and wi PMlipW q`1 .
Proof. (1) ñq z can be written as
z “ αpR b wqα˚, α PM1,kl, R PMkpV ˚q`, w P MlpW q.
Since MkpV ˚q` “ CP pV,Mkq, we can regard R as a completely positive map from V
into Mk. We define S : Mk ÑW by Spxq “ αpxbwqα˚. Then S is completely positive
and Ψpzq “ S ˝R.
ðq Since reijs P MkpMkq` and S : Mk Ñ W is completely positive, rSpeijqs belongs
to MkpW q`. We check the identity
Spxq “ `et1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , etn˘ pxb rSpeijqsq
¨
˝e1...
en
˛
‚
only for x “ ekl. If we regard R PMkpV ˚q`, then it can be verified that
z “ `et1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , etn˘ pR b rSpeijqsq
¨
˝e1...
en
˛
‚P pV ˚ b∆ W q`.
(2)(3) The proofs are left to the reader. 
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